
Haywards Heath & District Table Tennis League 
Season 2012/2013 
 
Matchday 4 (31st October 2012) 
 
Premier Division  

 
Bullets are still in control at the top of the premier following a tough 6-4 over 
Lindfield Thunderbolts.  
 
For Bullets, a treble for David Champneys including a win in the much awaited 
clash between himself and Thunderbolts number one Andrew Sharland. David 
won 11-9 in the fifth. David also defeated Eric Smith and David Metcalfe. Fred 
Bodeau won two for Bullets while third player Andy Steel lost 15-13 in the fifth to 
Eric Smith.  
 
For Thunderbolts a good team effort with Andrew winning two and Eric and 
David winning one apiece. With a point hinging on the doubles David and Fred 
proved to strong for Andrew and Eric winning in four. All matches apart from 
one went to four and five sets. 
 
Lying third are Dynamos with Peter, Richard and Matthew Caddy having a great 
start to the new season. This week they defeated Warriors team of Paul 
Brinkhurst (back in league table tennis after many years out and still a player to 
beat), Mounis Abosedira and the ever improving junior Annabel Bridger. 
 
For Dynamos, three for Matthew, two for Richard and one for Peter. Matthew 
and Richard defeated Mounis and Paul in the doubles. For Warriors two for 
Paul and one for Mounis. Junior Annabel took a set of Peter and lost 11-7, 16-
14, 11-9 to Richard. Final score 7-3 to Dynamos. 
 
With the flu taking its toll Cuckfield could only turn out two players; Paul Read 
and Jim Griffin. Against the strength of Bats Carol Eckersley, Terry Dean and 
Les Hopkins, Cuckfield went down 9-1 with Paul the only winner for Cuckfield. 
The maximum points win for Bats puts them into second place behind Bullets.   
 
With Michael Bridger not available this week, Hang Em High called upon Ray 
Parker from the first Division and Ray did well to win two and help his adopted 
team to a 6-4 win over Burgess Tigers. Hang Em High’s Steve Chambers struck 
with a treble with Ray winning two and Toby Champneys one. For Tigers two for 
Mike Day plus one for Steve Lewis. Kath Owston and Mike Day defeated Ray 
Parker and Toby in the doubles. 
  
Division One 

 
Only one point separates the top three teams. Magiks and Wanderers are on 
fourteen points while The X Men are on thirteen points. 
 
This week saw The X Men and Magiks battling it out to a five all draw. If the 
noise from that table was anything to go by, it was a battle. John Bridger 



grabbed a great treble while team mate Phil Sayers won two. Third player Tim 
Grant went down 10-12 in the fifth to Mel Sims. For Magiks two for Mel Sims 
plus one each for Kevin Deacon and Tony Turk. In the doubles with a win at 
stake for The X Men and a draw at stake for Magiks, Magiks Tony Turk and 
Kevin Deacon came through to win 11-6 in the fifth over John Bridger and Phil 
Sayers. 
 
Gangsters with Nooch Staplehurst, Colin Cooper and Vincent L’Estrange 
worked hard for their 7-3 win over The Wild Bunch. For Gangsters, Vincent a 
treble, Nooch two and Colin one. For The Wild Bunch two for Tom 
Christophersen plus one for Kate Bridger who won 11-4 in the fifth over 
Gangsters Colin Cooper to help her team to a well earned point. 
 
Ashenground and Misfits could only field two players each this week.  
For Ashenground one apiece for Tony Pells and Shirley Williams. For Misfits, 
two for Brian Taite. In the doubles Shirley and Tony defeated Elliot Brook-
Wadham and Brian Taite 12-10 in the fourth set to win the match.   
 
The junior team New Lads with Alex Bryant, Jack Ashworth and Peter Booth 
went down fighting to the second placed Wanderers team of Muriel Brewer, Phil 
Harvey, and Marcin Andrzejewski. 
Trebles for Phil and Marcin plus two from Muriel. For New Lads lots of four 
setters plus the lone win for Alex Bryant. Final score 9-1 to Wanderers. 
 
   


